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GIVE ORVIS
NOT ORDINARY
Because like us, you find beauty in the finest materials, superb 
construction, and the perfectly executed detail. Because you want 
to give thoughtfully. Because you don’t want to give for giving’s 
sake, you want to give with meaning.





SHAWL-COLLAR SHAKER-STITCH CARDIGAN
Meet your new favorite sweater-jacket. Our unique garment-dyeing process lends a slightly weathered 

coloring and distinctive character to this mixed-media design. Textural cotton/linen Shaker-stitch knit coolly 
offset by woven-cotton trim at the collar, placket, pockets, and elbow patches. Faux-horn buttons. Sizes 

XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 23" long. Cotton/linen knit; cotton trim. Hand wash. Imported.   
2JCK  $129



GARMENT-DYED RAGLAN SWEATER
Breeze from summer into fall in the soft, breathable comfort of our garment-dyed pure cotton sweater. Showcasing 

an intricate braided stitch on the raglan sleeves and side seam, it boasts fully fashioned construction for quality 
you’ll enjoy wearing season after season. Sizes XS-XL; about 23” long. Hand wash. Imported.

2RRT  $159



OUTDOOR QUILTED SNAP SWEATSHIRT
Our quilted sweatshirt with two layers of pure cotton jersey knit and a light polyester fill is irresistibly cozy 

and boasts two-way mechanical stretch for unrestricted freedom. Mock neck with nylon trim snaps up to offer 
shelter from the cold while stretch trim at the hem and cuffs both adds a pop of color and seals out the cold. 

Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 26" long. Washable. Imported.
2P8F  $98



OUTDOOR QUILTED SNAP 
SWEATSHIRT
Our quilted sweatshirt with two 
layers of pure cotton jersey knit and 
a light polyester fill is irresistibly 
cozy and boasts two-way mechan-
ical stretch for unrestricted freedom. 
Mock neck with nylon trim snaps up 
to offer shelter from the cold while 
stretch trim at the hem and cuffs 
both adds a pop of color and seals 
out the cold. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" 
long. Washable. Imported.
2P8F  $98



SIGNATURE MERINO QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER
Our pure Australian merino wool is so silky and smooth it rivals the softness of cotton for next-to-skin, itch-
free comfort. And it’s ideal for wearing any time of year thanks to merino’s natural breathability which helps 

regulate body temperature. Finishing touches include cabling, raglan sleeves, figure-defining princess 
seams, and a leather zipper pull. Sizes XS-XL; about 25" long. Hand wash or dry clean. Imported.

2RSA  $119





SIGNATURE MERINO STRIPE CREWNECK SWEATER
Our pure Australian merino wool is so silky and smooth it rivals the softness of cotton for next-to-skin, itch-free comfort. 

It’s ideal for wearing any time of year thanks to merino’s natural breathability. Finished with dropped shoulders and rib-knit 
straight hem with side vents. Yarn-dyed stripes will stay true over time. Sizes XS-XL; about 241/2" long. Hand wash or dry 

clean. Imported.
2RSC  $89





MISTY MORNING FLANNEL POPOVER
Our eco-friendly bluesign®-approved flannel, a blend of cotton and recycled polyester made from oyster shells and plastic 
bottles, is perfect for chilly mornings by the river. The soft brushed flannel keeps you warm, wicks away moisture, and dries 
in a flash. Finished with wooden buttons, figure-defining princess seams, and hidden side-seam pocket. Modern Fit. Sizes 

XS-XL; about 26" long. Washable. Imported.
2HTK  $89





BRADFORD PARKA
Naturally warm, breathable, and water-repellent wool from Moon Textiles, one of England’s oldest mills, draws attention 

to the back of this canvas coat and lines the body, sleeves, and hood. Waxed cotton from Halley Stevensons, the Scottish 
pioneers of this venerable fabric, adds water-repellent protection to the hood and durability to the underside of the sleeves 

while the belt on the back adds a stylish touch and creates a custom fit. Zip-front canvas coat features a snap-shut storm 
flap, plenty of pockets, and a washed leather back yoke, elbow patches, and trimmings. Cotton/polyester/nylon shell. Sizes 

XS-XL; about 29" long. Spot clean. Imported.
2RYZ  $298



RIB DETAIL COUNTRYSIDE CASHMERE 
CARDIGAN
Our warm, soft, and pure cashmere cardigan 
is a contemporary button-front V-neck style 
detailed with welt pockets and ribbing on the 
cuffs and hi-low straight hem with side slits.. 
Sizes XS-XL; about 26” long. Dry clean or 
hand wash. Imported.
2MNS  $250



CASHMERE FAIR ISLE SWEATER
Pure cashmere, one of nature’s performance fibers, takes on a casual attitude in this classic crewneck. Slip 
into its luxurious softness and enjoy its warmth and breathability. Finished with a hi-low rounded hem and 

rib-knit neck, collar, and cuffs for long-lasting style you’ll love to wear for years to come. Sizes XS-XL; about 
251/2" long. Hand wash, dry flat. Imported.

2SE3  $250





SUEDE BOMBER JACKET
Buttery soft suede bomber jacket lends an updated yet classic look to just about any outfit. Ours boasts authentic details like 
a map pocket and pencil holders that harken back to a pre-digital age. And you can change its look in minutes flat—remove 
the genuine shearling collar to reveal a rib-knit collar that echoes the rib-knit cuffs and waistband and let’s you. Zip-front with 
snap storm flap, handwarmer pockets, and chest pocket all boast antiqued brass hardware while the floral cotton lining in the 

body lends a distinctly feminine attitude to this military-inspired jacket. Sleeves are lined with polyester. Sizes XS-XL; about 
22" long. Professionally clean. Imported.

2RXL  $385





TECH CHECK FLANNEL
A blend of cotton and recycled polyester made from recycled plastic bottles and oyster shells, this flannel 

wicks moisture, breathes, and insulates to keep you dry and warm. And the bluesign®-approved fabric is made 
in a way that is safe for you, safe for mill workers, and safe for the environment, so you’ll not only look good 

but feel good, too. Classic Fit. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" long. Washable. Imported.
2CF1  $79



RIB DETAIL COUNTRYSIDE CASHMERE CARDIGAN
Our warm, soft, and pure cashmere cardigan is a contemporary button-front V-neck style detailed with 

welt pockets and ribbing on the cuffs and hi-low straight hem with side slits. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" long. 
Hand wash or dry clean. Imported.

2MNS $250



ABOUT ORVIS

Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created

by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities.

Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United States, operates more than

80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world.

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences, and to protect

nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

Learn more at orvis.com.

CONTACT:

Jessica Donahue, Nancy Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc.

207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com
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